
INTERVIEW

THE ORIGINS
OF DOHA 

Interviewed in Doha for Oryx Premium by Frances Gillespie

British archaeologist Dr Robert 
Carter was investigating a 
neolithic site in Kuwait when  
he came across a single, tiny 
pierced pearl. At 7,000 years  
old it was among the oldest  
ever discovered. 

That set him thinking about the 
origins of pearl fishing in the 
Arabian Gulf. The result was the 
publication in 2012 of a massive 
scholarly volume on pearl fishing. 
But it had a spin-off. Carter found 
himself intrigued, not just by the 
epic story of pearl fishing but by 
the pearling ports themselves. 
When were they founded? What 
happened to them when the trade 
in Gulf pearls crashed some 80 
years ago, resulting in severe 
hardship until the almost 
miraculous discovery of oil 
brought about an entirely new 
lifestyle? Many of these ports now 
lie buried under the gleaming new 
buildings and busy roads of the 
modern capitals of the Gulf states.  

A senior lecturer in archaeology 
at the Qatar campus of University 
College London [UCL Qatar], part 
of Qatar Foundation, Carter and 
his colleagues, supported by the 
Qatar National Research Fund, 
have set out to explore the 
foundations and the historic 
growth of Doha. 

He explains, “The earliest cities 
in the world are in the Middle 
East, and people have been living 
in towns on the Gulf Coast for at 
least 5,000 years. But the pearling 
ports, with the exception of Julfar 
in Ras al Khaimah [UAE] and  
one in Bahrain, mainly developed 
in the 18th and 19th centuries when 
demand for Gulf pearls from 
India, Europe, and the United 
States created a huge industry  
in the Gulf. By the end of the  
19th century, most able-bodied  
men in the Gulf were involved  
in pearling: it dominated the 
thoughts and way of life of all  
the coastal inhabitants.” 

Doha rapidly expanded in the 
19th century, he went on, from 
three little fishing villages – Bida, 
Jasra, and Doha – strung along the 
wide Doha Bay, into one urban 
sprawl. A description in 1801 
refers to a fortified northern and 
southern hillock with defensive 
towers. Named as Bida on early 
British naval maps, it seems that 
originally this village was the 
more important, but by the late 
19th century the name Doha had 
come to refer to the whole 
settlement. People poured in from 
all over the Middle East, attracted 
by the money to be made from 
pearls. In a country like Qatar, 
with very little soil suitable for 

British archaeologist Dr Robert Carter

“THE EARLIEST CITIES 
IN THE WORLD ARE  
IN THE MIDDLE EAST, 
AND PEOPLE HAVE 
BEEN LIVING IN 
TOWNS ON THE  
GULF COAST FOR AT 
LEAST 5,000 YEARS.”
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An aerial photograph of Doha, 1947.

In the 1940s donkeys were still used as 
transport in Doha, and boys delivered  
water in kerosene tins.

Pearling dhows drawn up on the shore. Doha, 1904.
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HIDDEN IN THE SANDS: 

UNCOVERING QATAR’S PAST

Hidden beneath Qatar’s sand and sea, 

and revealed on its rocks, are the clues 

which explain why this ancient land  

has played a significant role in the 

history of civilisations in the region  

and beyond. The much-awaited new 

book on this fascinating story, Hidden  

in the Sands: Uncovering Qatar’s Past,  

for young readers and adults has  

just been published, with Arabic  

and English editions now available  

in Qatari bookshops and on Amazon.

Colourfully and richly illustrated  

with more than 300 photographs,  

maps, and diagrams, Hidden in the Sands 

is embellished by vivid and evocative 

artistic recreations. Told simply but  

with in-depth and up-to-date detail,  

it leads readers through the fascinating 

world of archaeology.

Sponsored by Maersk Oil Qatar, the  

book is co-authored by Frances Gillespie, 

an experienced author on Qatar, and 

Faisal Abdulla Al-Naimi, Head of the 

Department of Antiquities of the Qatar 

Museums Authority.

Typical street of little lock-up shops, 
Doha, late 1940s to early 1950s.
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and the early 1900s. Then in the 
1920s the industry hit lean years, 
caused partly by overfishing but 
also by a changing taste in 
Western fashion, global economic 
recession, and the development  
in Japan of the cultured pearl. 

“From years of rapid 
expansion,” said Carter, “Doha 
begins to shrink. The centre was 
maintained, but houses on the 
outskirts fell into decay as many 
people abandoned the city. Aerial 
photos taken in the 1940s show 
areas of ruins. Less than 10 years 
later, when oil exports began,  
the city began to expand again and 
has continued to do so ever since.

“After the huge changes brought 
about by the coming of the oil era, 
cities along the Gulf Coast grew  
so rapidly that, in many cases, 
little or no recording took place  
as old buildings were pulled down 
to make room for the new.  
The Origins of Doha Project aims 
to explore the foundation and 
historic growth of the city, and  
its transformation to a modern 
city. It will also study the daily 

agriculture, and minimal rainfall, 
the inhabitants looked to the sea, 
not the land, for their living. 

Interestingly, Carter 
commented, the urban layout was 
very similar to those of other 
contemporary Gulf cities. Densely 
packed, high-walled houses with 
narrow lanes between them cast 
welcome shade, essential in a 
region with searing summer 
temperatures. These coastal towns 
were divided into districts ( fareej)
surrounded by a wall, with a 
central market area bordering  
the sea. Houses with no external 
windows and rooms opening  
onto a central courtyard ensured 
privacy. Until the advent of 
air-conditioning, he said, there 
was no reason to change an urban 
planning system that had worked 
well in the Gulf climate for 
centuries, and it was still in use  
in Doha until the 1950s. 

The recent history of Doha  
can be summed up simply as 
boom, bust, and then boom again. 
The golden age of pearling 
reached a peak between the 1890s 

“AFTER THE HUGE CHANGES BROUGHT ABOUT 
BY THE COMING OF THE OIL ERA, CITIES ALONG 
THE GULF COAST GREW SO RAPIDLY THAT,  
IN MANY CASES, LITTLE OR NO RECORDING 
TOOK PLACE AS OLD BUILDINGS WERE PULLED 
DOWN TO MAKE ROOM FOR THE NEW.”

Plan of the harbour, 1823.

Drawing depicting both Bida and Doha and their forts, 1823.
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walls, a central well in the 
courtyard, and an enormous 
sunken bath, perhaps dating from 
the time when piped water was 
first introduced. Archaeological 
material built up in the floors, 
which were raised several times. 
Botanical samples now being 
analysed at UCL Qatar will  
yield evidence of diet and 
everyday life. 

Also being studied at UCL  
are the fragments of ceramics, 
ranging from incense burners to 
fine transfer-printed china cups. 
Intriguingly, a few potsherds were 
found which predate the most 
recent settlement by 1,500 years. 
Is there an ancient Doha waiting 
to be discovered? Hopefully, the 
next few years will tell.  

The Origins of Doha  
website is regularly updated:  
originsofdoha.wordpress.com

“THE ORIGINS OF DOHA PROJECT AIMS  
TO EXPLORE THE FOUNDATION AND  
HISTORIC GROWTH OF THE CITY, AND ITS 
TRANSFORMATION TO A MODERN CITY.”

lives of the people. We plan to 
trace the physical extent and 
urban configuration of Bida and 
Doha, using historical maps, aerial 
photos, and archaeological 
excavations. In addition,  
we’ll compile a comprehensive 
historical record of the settlement 
from both European and Arabic 
sources, and conduct interviews 
with elderly people who can 
remember the most recent 
changes taking place. This last  
is very important, because  
families that have lived in Doha 
for two or more generations can 
provide much valuable data.”

Archaeological excavations 
began last year, in the downtown 
area of Msheireb, now under 
massive reconstruction. The 
remains of part of an early-20th-
century house known as the Al 
Radwani House were uncovered. 
It featured gypsum-plastered 

Doha in the mid-1950s soon 
after the Diwan Emiri was 
constructed. The photo also 
shows the famous clock 
tower with the Arabic 
numerals, which is still  
a landmark in the city.  

Doha Fort in the 1950s.

THE ORIGINS OF DOHA 

Over winter 2012–2013 the Origins  

of Doha Project worked closely with 

Msheireb Downtown Doha, a 31-hectare  

site now under development which will 

transform the architectural heart of the city. 

Over the coming years the Origins project 

hopes to extend its excavations to include 

the historic centres of Bida and Doha.  

It will also build on its historical research 

and collection of oral histories, and will 

continue to map and record the remaining 

fabric of the old city. Msheireb Downtown 

Doha is reviving the old commercial centre 

by blending traditional Qatari heritage  

with modern technology, focusing on 

sustainability and harmony with the 

environment. The development comprises 

over 100 buildings, with a combination  

of residential and commercial properties. 

Old buildings such as the Al Radwani  

House are carefully assessed, and when 

possible, preserved alongside the new,  

being given a new lease of life as  

a museum, boutique hotel, or retail outlet. 
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مقابلة

�ěĔŭŻĴĽŐ�ŽŘ� ƻĔŘĔĥ ǀŐ�ěēŵŭĸ�ųĤēŴ�ŏĔŉŝŤē
� ƻĔżĐĶĤ�ųėėĸ�Ŷ ƾĶő ƿŻ�ĔũżŘ�ŮŻĴĽőŤē�ūĴŝŤē
�ĕĴŕŤē�ŽŘ�ĚńŵũŤē�ěĔŲĤŵĜ�Ĵ ǁżŕĜ�ŹŤč

�ŪŤĔőŤē�ħĔĝĤē�źĲŤē�źįĔŁĝŜǘē�įĔĹšŤēŴ
�ūĔĖĔżŤē�ŽŘ�ČŤČťŤē�ŏēĳĶĝĸē�ĚŐĔŭŀ�ĳŵŉĜŴ
�ľũšŭĜ�ĚĨŴİŤē�ěĲĬĉ �́�ĴĜĳĔŠ�ŗĔńĉŴ
�ĢżĨ�ȕŒŻĴĹŤē�ŒĸŵĝŤē�ŮŨ�ěēŵŭĸ�İőĖ

�ŹŐēİĝĜ�ĔŲŘēĴňĉ�İŭŐ�ĚőŜēŵŤē�ţĵĔŭũŤē�ĞĨēĳ
�ĔűŴĳįĔŔ�ŮŻĲŤē�ūĔšĹŤē�ŮŨ�Ĕű ǏŵťĬ�ĘėĹĖ
�ĔŲŉĸŴ�ŽŘ�ĚőŜēŵŤē�ţĵĔŭũŤē�ĆĔŝĖ�ŪŔĳ

�ĚŻŵĥŤē�ĳŵŁŤē�ĴżĽĜŴ��ĔŲĝŤĔĨ�ŹťŐ
�ŮŻĴĽőŤē�ūĴŝŤē�ěĔŭżőĖĳĉ�ŽŘ�ĚŉŝĝťũŤē

�ŹŤč�ĚĨŴİŤē�ŞňĔŭŨ�ņőĖ�ţŵĩĜ�ŹŤč
�ĴŻİŁĜ�ěĔżťũŐ�ĆİĖ�įĴĥũĖ�ŮšŤ��ţǙňĉ
�ţēĶĜ�ĔŨŴ�ŒĸŵĝŤē�ĚĨŴİŤē�ěįŴĔŐ�ȕŊřŭŤē

�³ēĲű�ĔŭŨŵŻ�ŹĝĨ�ŏĔŉŝŬē�ūŴį�ŮŨ�ŒĸŵĝĜ
�ūİũŤē�ěİŲļ´��ųŤŵŝĖ�ĴĜĳĔŠ�ĪńŴĉŴ
�ŽŘ� ƻĔŐĳĔĹĝŨ� ƻēŵũŬ�ĚżĥżťĭŤē�ĚżťĨĔĹŤē
�ĔŲĝĠİĨĉ�ŽĝŤē�ĚťĐĔŲŤē�ěēĴżŕĝŤē�ĕĔŝŐĉ

�ĳŵŉĝŤē�ĚŐĴĸ�ĞŕťĖŴ��ĚżŉřŭŤē�ęĴřŉŤē
�ŽŘ�ĔŲőŨ�ŮšũũŤē�ŮŨ�İőŻ�ŪŤ�ĚĤĳį

�ŽŬēĴũőŤē�ĔŲĠēĴĜ�ŞżĠŵĜ�ěǘĔĩŤē�ŮŨ�İŻİőŤē
�ŽŬĔėũŤē�ĚŤēĵč�ŪĝŻ�ūĔŠ�ųŬĉ�ĚŀĔĬ�ȕŽĭŻĳĔĝŤē

� ƽūĔėŨ�ĚŨĔŜǞ�ĚťűĲŨ�ĚŐĴĹĖ�ĚũŻİŝŤē
�ţŵŀĉ�ŏŴĴĽŨ�ŗİŲĝĹŻŴ��ĔŲŬĔšŨ�ĚŻĴŁŐ
�ĚĨŴİŤē�ĳŴĲĤ�ŗĔĽšĝĸē�ĚĨŴİŤē�ĳŴĲĤŴ

�ęĔżĩŤē�ŇĔũŬĉ�ĚĸēĳįŴ�ĮŻĳĔĝŤē�ĴėŐ�ĔűĳŵŉĜŴ
�ŹŤč�ĔŲŤ ǁŵĩĜ�ŹŤč� ƻǘŵŀŴ�ĔŲŬĔšĹŤ�ĚżŨŵżŤē
�Ěĸēĳį�ŧĶĝőŬ�ŮĩŬŴ��ęĳŵŉĝŨ�ĚġŻİĨ�ĚŭŻİŨ
�źĴŅĩŤē�ŊżŉĭĝŤēŴ�ŽŘēĴŕĥŤē�įēİĝŨǘē
�ŊĐēĴĭŤē�ŧēİĭĝĸē�ĴėŐ�ȕĚĨŴİŤēŴ�ŏ ƾİ ǀėťŤ

��ĚŻĴĠǜē�ěĔŻĴřĩŤēŴ�ĚũŻİŝŤē�ĚŻŵĥŤē�ĳŵŁŤēŴ
� ƻĔżĭŻĳĔĜ� ƻǙĥĸ�ŢŤı�ŹŤč�ĚŘĔńč� ǎİ ǀő ƿŬ�ŗŵĸŴ
�ĚżĖŴĳŴĉ�ĳįĔŁŨ�ŹŤč� ƻēįĔŭĝĸē�ĚĨŴİťŤ� ƻǙŨĔļ
�ŮĹŤē�ĳĔėŠ�ŒŨ�ěǙĖĔŝŨ�ĚťĹťĸŴ�ĚżĖĴŐŴ
�ŽĝŤē�ěēĴżŕĝŤē�ŧİŜĉ�Ĵ ǁŠĲĜ�ŹťŐ�ŮŻĳįĔŝŤē

�ŢťĜ�ĴėĝőĜŴ��ĚŭŻİũŤē�ŹťŐ�ěĉĴň
�ŽĝŤē�ěǙĐĔőŤē�ūǜ� ƻēİĤ�ĚũŲŨ�ěǙĖĔŝũŤē

�ĴġŠĉ�Ŵĉ�ŮżťżĥŤ�ĚĨŴİŤē�ŽŘ�ĞļĔŐ
� ƻēİĤ�ĚŭżũĠ�ěĔŨŵťőũĖ�ĔŬİŻŴĶĜ�ŒżŉĝĹĜ

�³ĚŭŻİũŤē�ĳŵŉĜ�ŮŐ
�ŧĔőŤē�ŏŴĴĽũťŤ�ĚŻĴĠǜē�ěĔŻĴřĩŤē�ěĉİĖŴ
�ŽŘ�ĚőŜēŵŤē�ĕǀĴżĽŨ�ĚŝŉŭŨ�ŽŘ�ŽńĔũŤē
�ĚżťũŐ� ƻĔżŤĔĨ�İŲĽĜ�ŽĝŤēŴ�ĚŭŻİũŤē�ĘťŜ

�ĘżŝŭĝŤē�ŪĜŴ��śĔŉŭŤē�ĚőĸēŴ�ĳĔũŐč�ęįĔŐč
�ŦĐēŴĉ�ŹŤč�ůİŲŐ�įŵőŻ�ţĶŭŨ�ţǙňĉ�ŽŘ
��ŽŬēŵńĴŤē�ĞżĖ�ŹŐİŻ�ŮŻĴĽőŤē�ūĴŝŤē
�ł ǀĥŤĔĖ�ęŵĹšŨ� ƻĔŬēĳİĤ�ţĶŭũŤē�ŪŅŻŴ
�ŧĔũĩĝĸē�ŃŵĨŴ�ȕůĆĔŭŘ�ŊĸŵĝĜ� ƻēĴđĖŴ
�įŵőŻ�ūĔŠ�ĔũĖĳ�ȕŃĳǜē�ŽŘ�ĴĐĔŔ�ĴżėŠ
�Įń�ĔŲżŘ�ĉİĖ�ŽĝŤē�ęĴĝřŤē�ŹŤč�ųĭŻĳĔĜ

�ĘżĖĔŬǜē�ĴėŐ�ţĵĔŭũŤē�ŹŤč�ůĔżũŤē
�ŮŨ�ěĔŝėň�ŮŐ�ěĔŻĴřĩŤē�ĞřĽŠŴ

�ĔűēŵĝĹŨ�ŒřĜĳē�ţĶŭũŤē�Ěżńĳĉ�ĞĩĜ�ĆĔŭėŤē
�ŪĝŻ�ĚżĜĔėŬ� ƽěĔŭ Ǐż ƾŐ�ŮŐŴ�ȕęİŐ�ěēĴŨ

�ūİŭŤ�ĚżťŠ�ěēĴėĝĭŨ�ŽŘ� ƻĔżŤĔĨ�ĔŲťżťĩĜ
�ĆēĲŔ�ŊũŬ�ĚŘĴőũŤ�ĴŉŜ�ŽŘ�ĚżőŨĔĥŤē
��ŽńĔũŤē�ŽŘ�ĚżŨŵżŤē�ūĔšĹŤē�ęĔżĨŴ
�ŦżťĩĝĖ�ěēĴėĝĭũŤē�ŢťĜ�ŧŵŝĜ�ĔũŠ

�ŮżĖ�ħŴēĴĝĜ�ĚżŘĶĬ�ŒŉŜ�ŮŨ� ƽěĔŭ Ǐż ƾŐ�ĚĸēĳįŴ
��ĴĬĔřŤē�ŽŭżŁŤē�ŗĶĭŤē�ĕēŵŠĉŴ�ĴĬĔėũŤē

�ŽŲň�ĳŴİŜ�ŮŨ�ĔŻĔōļ�ŗĔĽĝŠē�ĳĔĠĉ�İŜŴ
�ĚŭŻİũťŤ�ūĔŉżĝĸē�ğİĨĉ�ĔűİŲŐ�ŞėĹŻ
�ĳĔĠĉŴ�ȕŮżġĨĔėŤē�ţŵŅŘ�ŧĔŐ�ǧǫǦǦ�ŵĩŭĖ
�ĚŭŻİŨ�şĔŭű�ĞŬĔŠ�ēıč�ĔũŐ�ŪŲĜǘċĔĹĜ

�ĞĩĜ�ĔŲřĽĝšŻ�ŮŨ�ĳĔōĝŬĔĖ�ĚũŻİŜ�ĚĨŴį
�ěēŵŭĹŤē�ųŭŐ�ĘżĥĜ�İŜ�ţēČĸ�ȗŃĳǜē

��ĚťėŝũŤē�ĚťżťŝŤē

�ŽŤĔĝŤē�ŽŬŴĴĝšŤǞē�ŒŜŵũŤē�ĢŻİĩĜ�ŪĝŻ
 �ĳēĴũĝĸĔĖ�ĚĨŴİŤē�ĳŴĲĤŴ�ţŵŀĉ�ŏŴĴĽũŤ

originsofdoha.wordpress.com

�ĴėŤē�ĺżŤŴ�ĴĩėŤē�ŽŘ�ŦũőŤē�ŮŨ�ŪŲŜĵĳ
�źĴ ƾŅ ƾĩŤē�ŊżŉĭĝŤē�ūč�ĴĜĳĔŠ�ţĔŜŴ

�ĴĐĔĸ�ŊżŉĭĝŤ� ƻēİĤ� ƻĔŲĖĔĽŨ�ūĔŠ�ĚĨŴİťŤ
�ĞŬĔŠŴ��ĔŲĜĴŀĔŐ�ŽĝŤē�ĚżĥżťĭŤē�ěēİťėŤē

�ŽĝŤēŴ�ūēĳİĥŤē�ĚżŤĔŐŴ�ĚŝŀǙĝũŤē�ţĵĔŭũŤē
�ĴŘŵĜ�ȕĚ ƾŝ Ǐżń� ƼĚ ǍŜ ǀĵĉ�ĔŲĜǙĝšĜ�ŮżĖ�ŦŁřĜ
�ęĳēĴĩŤē�ĔŲżŘ�İĝĽĜ�ĚŝŉŭŨ�ŽŘ�ŦōŤē
�ĚżťĨĔĹŤē�ěēİťėŤē�ŢťĜ�ĞŬĔŠŴ�� ƻĔřżŀ

�ŊżĩĜ�ĦŻĴřŤē�Ź ǍũĹĜ�ĆĔżĨĉ�ŹŤč�Ě ƾũ ǍĹŝŨ
�śēŵĸĉ�ĔŲŉĸŵĝĜŴ�ūēĳİĤ�ĔŲŭŨ�ŦšĖ

�ţĵĔŭũŤē�ĞŬĔŠŴ��ĴĩėŤē�ŹťŐ�ŦŉĜ�ĚŻĶŠĴŨ
�ģĳĔĭŤē�ŹťŐ�ŦŉĜ�ĲŘēŵŭĖ�ęįŴĶũŤē�ĴżŔ
�ŮũŅĜ�źĶŠĴŨ�ŽťĬēį�ĆĔŭřĖ�ŊżĩĜŴ
�ţŵŀŴ�ŹĝĨŴ��ĔŲŬĔšĹŤ�ĚżŀŵŁĭŤē

�Ęėĸ�şĔŭű�ŮšŻ�ŪŤ�ȕĆēŵŲŤē�ěĔřżšŨ
�ŊũŭŤē�ēĲű�ţēİėĝĸē�ŹŤč�ūĔšĹŤē�ŒŘİŻ

�ĞėĠĉ�źĲŤē�źĴŅĩŤē�ŊżŉĭĝŤē�ŮŨ
�ĴėŐ�ŽĥżťĭŤē�ĺŝŉŤē�ŽŘ�ųĝżŤĔ ǁőŘ

�ŽŘ� ƻĔŨİĭĝĹŨ�ţēĶŻ�ĔŨ�ūĔŠŴ�ȕūŴĴŝŤē
�ŮŻĴĽőŤē�ūĴŝŤē�ěĔŭżĹũĬ�ŹĝĨ�ĚĨŴİŤē
�ŽŘ�ĢŻİĩŤē�ĚĨŴİŤē�ĮŻĳĔĜ�ł ǍĭťĝŻŴ

�ŪĠ�ŮŨŴ�ĳĔżŲŬēŴ�ĳĔűįĵē�ěĔėŝĨ�ŮŨ�ĚťĹťĸ
�ĴŁőŤē�ŖťĖŴ��ŶĴĬĉ�ęĴŨ�įĔŁĝŜǘē�ĳĔűįĵē
�ŽŘ� ƿų ƾĤŴĉ�ĚĨŴİŤē�ŽŘ�ČŤČťŤē�İżŁŤ�ŽėűĲŤē
�İŝőŤēŴ�ĴĽŐ�ŒĸĔĝŤē�ūĴŝŤē�ěĔŭżőĹĜ
�ēĲű�ŮšŤ��ŮŻĴĽőŤē�ūĴŝŤē�ŮŨ�ţŴǜē

�ŽŘ�ĚĨŴİŤē�ĚŭŻİŨ
�ěĔŭżĹũĭŤē�ŚŁĝŭŨ

�ŹŭėŨ�İżżĽĜ�İőĖ
�ęĴĝřĖ�źĴżŨǜē�ūēŵŻİŤē

�ŽŘ�ŶĴ ƿŻŴ��ęĶżĤŴ
�ģĴĖ� ƻĔŅŻĉ�ęĳŵŁŤē
�ĔŲŨĔŜĳĊĖ�ĚŐĔĹŤē

�ţēĶŻ�ĔŨ�źĲŤēŴ�ȕĚżĖĴőŤē
� ƻēĴżŲļ� ƻĔũťőŨ�ŦšĽŻ

�ĚŭŻİũŤē�ŽŘ

�ĚĨŴİŤē�ĚőťŝŤ�ęĳŵŀ
��ěĔŭżĹũĭŤē�ŽŘ

ĴŉŜ�ŽńĔŨ�ŮŐ�ŚĽšŤē��ţĔŨĴŤē�ŽŘ�ĊėĭŨ
�śŵŘ�ĴŲōĜŴ�ĴŉŜ�ĴĩĖ�ůĔżŨŴ�ţĔŨĳ�ĞĩĜ�ŶĳēŵĝĜ

�ůĲű�ŧĔżŜ�Ęėĸ�ĴĹřĜ�ŽĝŤē�ĵĔŕŤǜē�ĪżĜĔřŨ�ȕĔűĳŵĭŀ
�ĮŻĳĔĜ�ŽŘ�ŪŲŨ�ĳŴį�ĘőťĖ�ŧ ƾİ ǀŝŤē�ŽŘ�ĚŜĳĔŕŤē�Ńĳǘē

�ĕĔĝšŤē�ĴĽŬ�ŵĝťŤ�ŪĜ�İŜŴ��ĔŲżťŻ�ĔŨŴ�ĚŝŉŭũŤē�ěēĳĔŅĨ
�ŚĽšŤē��ţĔŨĴŤē�ŽŘ�ĊėĭŨ��ůĳĔōĝŬē�ţĔň�źĲŤē�İŻİĥŤē
�ŹťŐ�ĳĔėšŤēŴ�ĳĔŕŁŤē�Ćē ǁĴŝťŤ�ų ǍĤŵũŤē�ȕĴŉŜ�ŽńĔŨ�ŮŐ 

�ŽŘ�ĚŻĶżťĥŬǘēŴ�ĚżĖĴőŤē�ųżĝĭĹŭĖ�ŃŴĴőũŤēŴ�ȕĆēŵĸ�İĨ
�ŽŬŴĴĝšŤǞē�ūŴĵĔŨĉ�ŒŜŵŨ�ŹťŐŴ�ĚŻĴŉŝŤē�ěĔėĝšũŤē
�ęĳŵŀ�ǩǦǦ�ŮŨ�ĴġŠĊĖ�ūēįĶũŤē�ĕĔĝšŤē�ēĲű�ĵĶőŻŴ

�ĚŝŤĊĝŨ�ĚżŭŘ�ěĔĨŵŤ�ȕŽŬĔżĖ�ŪĸĳŴ�ĚŉŻĴĬŴ�ĚżŘēĴŔŵĜŵŘ
�ĚŕťĖ�ĔŲĝŻēŴĳ�ĞũĜ�ŽĝŤē�ĕĔĝšŤē�ĚŁŜ�įŵŝĜŴ��ę ƾĴ Ǐė ƾőŨŴ

�ȕŦżŀĔřĝŤē�śįĊĖ�ŪĝŲĜŴ�ĚŝũőĝŨ�ĔŲŭšŤŴ�ĚŉżĹĖ
�ĴĨĔĹŤē�ĔżĤŵŤŵżĥŤē�ŪŤĔŐ�ĴėŐ�ĆēĴŝŤē

�ĚŠĴļ�ųĝŻĔŐĳ�ĞŤŵĜ�źĲŤē�ĕĔĝšŤē�ŚżŤĊĜ�ŽŘ�şĳĔļŴ
�ŽėĹżťżĤ�ĺżĹŬēĴŘ�ŮŨ�ŦŠ�ȕ³ĴŉŜ�ŦŻŴĉ�ŢĸĴżŨ´

�ųťŤē�İėŐ�ŦŁżŘŴ�ȕĴŉŜ�ŽŘ�ĚũżŝũŤē�ĚŨĴŅĭũŤē�ĚėĜĔšŤē
�ĴŉŜ�ŚĨĔĝŨ�Ěđżű�ŽŘ�ĳĔĠǚē�ŪĹŜ�ĺżĐĳ�ŽũżőŭŤē
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مقابلة

�ĚĨŴİŤē�ĳŴĲĤŴ�ţŵŀĉ�ŏŴĴĽŨ�ŮŐ�ęĲėŬ
�ĚĨŴİŤē�ĳŴĲĤŴ�ţŵŀĉ�ŏŴĴĽŨ�ŹťŐ�ūŵũĐĔŝŤē�ūŴĔőĜ

�ŹťŐ�ĚũĐĔŝŤē�ěĔđżŲŤē�ŒŨ�ǨǦǧǩŴ�ǨǦǧǨ�ŽŨĔŐ
�ŽŘ�źĳĔĥĝŤē�ĚĨŴİŤē�ŊĸŴ�ĴŻŵŉĜ�ŏŴĴĽŨ�ĲżřŭĜ

 ǩǧĚĨĔĹŨ�ŦŕĽŻ�ŏŴĴĽŨ�ŵűŴ�ȕĕĴżĽŨ�ĚŝŉŭŨ
��ĚŭŻİũťŤ�ŽŬēĴũőŤē�ĘťŝŤē�Ĵ ǏżŕŻ�ŗŵĸ� ƻēĳĔĝšű

�śĔŉŬ�Œ ǏĸŵŻ�ūĉ�ĚĨŴİŤē�ĳŴĲĤŴ�ţŵŀĉ�ŏŴĴĽŨ�ŦŨĊŻŴ
�ĚĨŴİŤēŴ�ŏ ƾİ ǀėŤē�ŽĝŝŉŭŨ�ŦũĽĝŤ�ĚŻĴĠǜē�ųĜĔŻĴřĨ
�ųĠŵĩĖ�ŏŴĴĽũŤē�ĳ ǁŵŉŻ�ŗŵĸ�ĔũŠ��ŮżĝũŻİŝŤē
�ĳĔėŠ�ŒŨ�ĚżŲřĽŤē�ųĜǙĖĔŝŨ�ĚŐŵũĥŨŴ�ĚżĭŻĳĔĝŤē

�ŮŨ�ŹŝėĜ�ĔŨ�ĚŉŻĴĬ�Ūĸĳ�ŦŀēŵżŤ�ȕŪűĴżŔŴ�ŮĹŤē
�ěǙĥĸ�ŽŘ�ĔŲŝĠŵŻŴ�ĚũŻİŝŤē�ĚŭŻİũŤē�ĦżĹŬ

�ĆĔżĨč�ŹŤč�ĕĴżĽŨ�ŏŴĴĽŨ�ŹőĹŻŴ��Ěżřżļĳĉ
�ŮżĖ�ŒũĥŤē�ţǙĬ�ŮŨ�ĚĨŴİťŤ�ŪŻİŝŤē�źĳĔĥĝŤē�ŊĸŵŤē
�ȕĚŻĴŁőŤē�ĔżĤŵŤŵŭšĝŤēŴ�źİżťŝĝŤē�źĴŉŝŤē�ğēĴĝŤē
�ŒŨ�ŪŔĔŭĝŤēŴ�ĚŨēİĝĸǘē�ūĔũń�ŹťŐ�ĶżŠĴĝŤē�ŒŨ
 ǧǦǦ�ŮŨ�ĴġŠĉ�ŏŴĴĽũŤē�ŪŅŻŴ��Ěżťŀǜē�ĚđżėŤē

�ŪżżŝĜ�ŪĝŻ�ŗŵĸŴ��źĳĔĥĜŴ�Žŭšĸ�ŹŭėŨ
�ĚŻĔŭőĖ�ŽŬēŵńĴŤē�ĞżĖ�ţĔġŨĉ�ĚũŻİŝŤē�ŽŬĔėũŤē

�Ŵĉ�ŚĨĔĝŨ�ŹŤč�ĔŲťŻŵĩĜŴ�ŮšŨĉ�ūč�ĔŲżťŐ�ĚōŘĔĩũŤēŴ
�ęĶżũŨ�ĴĤĔĝŨ�Ŵĉ�ĚżĠēĴĜ�ŢżĜŵĖ�śįĔŭŘ

.ǧǯǪǭ�ŧĔŐ�ĚĨŴİŤē�ĚŭŻİũŤ�ĚŻŵĤ�ęĳŵŀ

.ǧǮǨǩ�ŧĔŐ�ȕĆĔŭżũŤē�ŊŉĭŨ

.ǧǯǦǪ�ŧĔŐ�ȕĚĨŴİŤē�ŦĨĔĸ�ŹťŐ�Ěżĸēĳ��ŧŵėŤē��ČŤČťŤē�İżŀ�ĘŠēĴŨ
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 أصول وجذور 
مدينة الدوحة

أجرت المقابلة لمجلة «المها بريميم» فرانسيس جيلليسبي في الدوحة

�ĳĔĠǚē�ŪŤĔŐ�ŗĔĽĝŠǘē�ēĲű�ŒŘįŴ
�İżŀ�ŇĔĽŬ�ĳŴĲĥĖ�ĴżšřĝŤē�ŹŤč�ŽŬĔŉŻĴėŤē
�ēĲű�ĴřĸĉŴ��ŽĖĴőŤē�ĦżťĭŤē�ůĔżŨ�ŽŘ�ČŤČťŤē
�ŽũŻįĔŠĉ�ĕĔĝŠ�ĴĽŭĖ�ųŨĔżŜ�ŮŐ�ĴżšřĝŤē
�ĳĔĠĉŴ��ǨǦǧǨ�ŧĔŐ�ČŤČťŤē�İżŀ�ţŵĨ�Ūĭń
�ĳŵĝŠİŤē�ŶİŤ�ŶĴĬĉ�ěǘċĔĹĜ�ĕĔĝšŤē�ŢŤı
�İżŁŤ�ĚżũĩťũŤē�ĚŁŝŤē�ĵŴĔĥĝŻ�ųĝťőĤ�ĴĜĳĔŠ

�ĞŬĔŠ�ŽĝŤē�ĆŹŬēŵũŤĔĖ�ŪĝŲżŤ�ČŤČťŤē
�ůİżŀ�Ůřĸ�ĔŲŭŨ�ŞťŉŭĜ

�ĴżėŠ�ȕĴĜĳĔŠ�ĳŵĝŠİŤē�ĴļĔĖ�ēĲšűŴ
�ūİŭŤ�ĚżťŠ�ŽŘ�ĳĔĠǚē�ŪťŐ�ŽŘ�ŮŻĴńĔĩũŤē
�ȕĴŉŜ�ĚĹĸČũŤ�ĚőĖĔĝŤē�ĴŉŜ�ŽŘ�ĚżőŨĔĥŤē

�ĚŻĔŐĴŤ�źĴŉŝŤē�śŴİŭŁŤē�ŮŨ�ŪŐİĖŴ
�ŦũŐ�ŞŻĴŘ�ęİŐĔĹŨŴ�ŽũťőŤē�ĢĩėŤē

�ţŵŀĉ�ŮŐ�ĘżŝŭĝŤē�ěĔżťũŐ�ēŴĴļĔĖ�ĆǙŨĵŴ
�ĮŻĳĔĝŤē�ĴėŐ�ĔűĳŵŉĜŴ�ĚĨŴİŤē�ĚŭŻİŨ�ĳŴĲĤŴ
�ȕųĝũŲŨ�Ěőżėň�ĪżńŵĜ�śĔżĸ�ŽŘŴ 

�ŪŤĔőŤē�ūİŨ�ŧİŜĉ�ŒŝĜ �́�ĴĜĳĔŠ�ĳŵĝŠİŤē�ţĔŜ

�ķĔŭŤē�ūĉ�ŪŔĳŴ�ȕŊĸŴǜē�śĴĽŤē�ŽŘ
�ŹťŐ�ĚőŜēŵŤē�ěēİťėŤēŴ�ŶĴŝŤē�ŽŘ�ēŵļĔŐ
�ŮŐ�ŦŝŻ�ǘ�ĔŨ�ĲŭŨ�ŽĖĴőŤē�ĦżťĭŤē�ŦĨēŵĸ
�ČŤČťŤē�İżŀ�ĆŹŬēŵŨ�ūĉ�ǘč�ȕŧĔŐ�ǫȕǦǦǦ
�ķĉĳ�ęĳĔŨč�ŽŘ�ĳĔřťĤ�ĆĔŭżŨ�ĆĔŭġĝĸĔĖ
�ȕęİĩĝũŤē�ĚżĖĴőŤē�ěēĳĔŨǞē�ŽŘ�ĚũżĭŤē

�Ŷŵĸ�ĳŵŉĝĜ�ŪŤ�ȕŮŻĴĩėŤē�ŽŘ�ĴĬć�ĆĔŭżŨŴ
�ĴĽŐ�ŒĸĔĝŤēŴ�ĴĽŐ�ŮŨĔġŤē�ŮżŬĴŝŤē�ţǙĬ
�ŽŘ�ČŤČťŤē�ŹťŐ�ĴżėšŤē�ĘťŉŤē�Ŷįĉ�ŮżĨ

�ĚżšŻĴŨǜē�ęİĩĝũŤē�ěĔŻǘŵŤēŴ�ĔĖŴĳŴĉŴ�İŭŲŤē
�ŽŘ�ČŤČťŤē�İżŁŤ�ĴżėŠ�ŏĔŉŜ�ĆŵĽŬ�ŹŤč
�ūĉ�İĥŬ�ēĲšűŴ��ŽĖĴőŤē�ĦżťĭŤē�ĚŝŉŭŨ
�ŹťŐ�ŮŻĳįĔŝŤē�ĚŝŉŭũŤē�ţĔĤĳ�ŪōőŨ
�ČŤČťŤē�İżŀ�ŽŘ�ūŵťũőŻ�ēŵŬĔŠ�ŦũőŤē
�ĢżĨ�ȕĴĽŐ�ŒĸĔĝŤē�ūĴŝŤē�ĚŻĔŲŬ�ţŵťĩĖ

�ęĔżĨ�ŊũŬ�ŹťŐ�ŏĔŉŝŤē�ēĲű�Ůũżű
�ĚŝŉŭũŤē�ŦĨēŵĸ�ūĔšĸ�ŒżũĤ�įĔŁĝŜēŴ
�ŒĸĔĝŤē�ūĴŝŤē�ŽŘ�ĚĨŴİŤē�ŵũŬ�ŏĳĔĹĜŴ

�ŽĝŻŵŠ�źĴĠĉ�ŒŜŵŨ�ŽŘ�Ę Ǐŝ ƾŭŻ�Ĵ ǀĜĳĔŠ�ěĴ ǀĖŴĳ�ĳŵĝŠİŤē�ŽŬĔŉŻĴėŤē�ĳĔĠǚē�ŪŤĔŐ�ūĔŠ
�ĚŻĔŕťŤ�ęĴżŕŀ�ČŤČŤ�Ě ǍėĨ�ŹťŐ�ĴġŐ�ŮżĨ�ȕĢŻİĩŤē�źĴĥĩŤē�ĴŁőŤē�ŹŤč�ųĭŻĳĔĜ�įŵőŻ

�ĆŹŤǛŤē�ŧİŜĉ�ŮżĖ�ŮŨ�ŢŤĲĖ�ūŵšĝŤ�ŧĔŐ�ǭȕǦǦǦ�ŵĩŭĖ�ĔűĴũŐ�ĳ Ǎİ ƾŜ�ĚĖŵŝġŨŴ
�ūǚē�ŹĝĨ�ĔŲżťŐ�ĳŵġőŤē�ŪĜ�ŽĝŤē�ĚŻĴĠǜē

�ĚŻŵĥŤē�ŇŵŉĭŤē�Ĵ ǁżĹĜ�
�ŮŨ�ĔŲĜǙĨĳ�ĚŻĴŉŝŤē

 ǧǨǫ�ŮŨ�ĴġŠĉ�ŹŤč�ĚĨŴİŤē
��ŪŤĔőŤē�ţŵĨ�ĚŲĤŴ

�Žű�İżŀ�ŶĴŜ�ğǙĠ�ĦŨİŭĝŤ�ĴĽŐ 
�ŹťŐ�ęĴĽĝŭũŤē�ĚĨŴİŤēŴ�ę ƾĴĹ ǍĥŤēŴ�ŏİ ǀėŤē
�ŒũĥĜ�ŽŘ�ĴżėšŤē�ĚĨŴİŤē�ĦżťĬ�įēİĝŨē

�ĚĨŴİťŤ�ŚŀŴ�ĴżĽŻŴ��İĨēŴ�ĴżėŠ�ŽŬĔšĸ
�ŮżĝżĖēĳ�ŮŐ�ęĳĔėŐ�ĔŲŬŵŠ�ŹŤč�ǧǮǦǧ�ŧĔŐ
��ĚżŐĔŘį�ģēĴĖĊĖ�ŮżĜĶŲĥŨ�ĚżĖŵŭĤŴ�ĚżŤĔũļ

�ĚżŬĔŉŻĴėŤē�ĚŻĴĩėŤē�ŊĐēĴĭŤē�ūĉ�ŪŔĳŴ
�ŏ ƾİ ǀėŤē�ĲđŭżĨ�ĚĨŴİŤē�ŽũĹĜ�ĞŬĔŠ�ŹŤŴǜē

�ŒũĥĝŤē�ŢŤı�ěĔŬŵšŨ�ĵĴĖĉ�ĔűĳĔėĝŐĔĖ
�ĶŨĴŻ�ěĔĖ�ĚĨŴİŤē�Ūĸē�ūĉ�ǘč�ȕŽŬĔšĹŤē

�ūĴŝŤē�ĴĬēŴĉ�ųťũŠĊĖ�ŒũĥĝŤē�ŢŤı�ŹŤč
�ūŴĴĤĔŲũŤē�ŞŘİĜŴ���ĴĽŐ�ŒĸĔĝŤē

�ŊĸŴǜē�śĴĽŤē�ĆĔĩŬĉ�ŒżũĤ�ŮŨ�ūŵŨįĔŝŤē
�ĘĹŠ�ĿĴŘ�ŪŲĖĲĝĥĜ�ȕĲĐİŭŐ�ĚĨŴİŤē�ŹŤč
�ȕČŤČťŤē�İżŀ�ŏĔŉŜ�ŽŘ�ŦũőŤē�ŮŨ�ţĔũŤē 
�ŽŘ�ęĳİŬ�ŽŬĔőĜ�ĴŉŜ�ŦġŨ�ĚŤŴį�ŽŘ�ųŬč�ıč

�ŽŘ� ƻĔĩļŴ�ĚŐēĳĶťŤ�ĚĩŤĔŁŤē�Žńēĳǜē
�ūŵėĹšŻ�ūĔšĹŤē�ūĔŠ�ȕĳĔŉŨǜē�ţŵŉű

في البدء كانت اللؤلؤة

.ǧǮǨǩ�ŧĔŐ�ȕĔũŲŐǙŜŴ�ĚĨŴİŤēŴ�ŏİėŤē�ŽĝŝŉŭũŤ�Ūĸĳ
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